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Gerald H. Lipkin, Chairman, President and CEO 
 
Good Morning and welcome to our first quarter 2016 earnings conference call.    
 
This morning, we are pleased to review Valley’s first quarter operating results, and provide an update 
on the Bank’s previously announced strategic initiatives.  First, I’d like to focus on our Florida 
expansion. 
 
In the fourth quarter, we significantly increased Valley’s Florida presence with the consummation of 
the CNL merger.  Valley’s Florida footprint now equals approximately 15% of our entire franchise.  
With CNL, Valley acquired a talented group of business bankers with a tremendous pedigree.  
Coupled with Valley’s established Florida staff, operations are now poised to produce a significant 
contribution to Valley’s earnings and market share.   
 
As originally anticipated, in the first quarter we were able to convert CNL’s data systems onto Valley’s 
computer platform and most back office operations are now administered in New Jersey.  In large 
part, as a result of the duplicative expenses prior to conversion, CNL negatively impacted Valley’s first 
quarter operating earnings by approximately $0.01 per diluted share.  With the integration 
substantially concluded, many of the cost saves, identified during our due diligence process will begin 
to be recognized through the income statement in the second quarter.    
 
In addition to the expected expense reductions attributable to CNL, are the many organization wide 
cutbacks in operating expenses identified through Valley’s strategic planning process.  At the end of 
the first quarter, Valley employed 2,897 full time equivalent employees, a decline of 32 from the prior 
quarter, with an additional reduction of 35 more people forecasted for this quarter.  Staff efficiency is 
not new at Valley; in fact workforce levels at Valley are lower today than after we entered the Long 
Island market in 2012 with our State Bank acquisition, when Valley was approximately $16 billion in 
total assets.  While we are pleased with the direction of operating expenses, as noted, we expect 
further improvement and remain vigilant in identifying additional areas to reduce expense.     
 
During 2015, we announced the consolidation of 28 branch locations, of which to date, 14 have been 
consummated.  We anticipate the remaining locations to close in May and June, further reducing 
headcount and expense.  The optimization of our branch network is a perpetual endeavor as the 
banking environment continues to evolve.  As we work to right size the branch network and provide 
electronic delivery channels, we anticipate additional branch modifications and closings to materialize.  
Reducing operating expenses is an integral component of enhancing Valley’s earnings profile.   
 
As we previously commented, in late October of 2015, Valley repaid a large portion of its high cost 
borrowings and immediately replaced those borrowings with new short-term funds from alternative 
sources.  In late December, the original source of these borrowings offered Valley a significant 
incentive if we would draw a similar amount of funds for one year.  The incentive was recognized in 
the 4th quarter of 2015 and actually enabled Valley to prepay additional borrowings in December, 
without incurring a net increase in expense.  As a result of the additional borrowings, Valley’s liquidity 
position spiked during the first quarter, impacting both net interest income and the margin.  A large 
portion of the original October replacement funding has now matured and we have been able to 
renormalize our liquidity position.  Alan will provide additional color in his prepared remarks. 
 



     
Loan activity for Valley, in the first quarter is historically light as many of the Bank’s traditional C&I 
borrowers reduce line usage following a year end build up.  Further, Valley’s northeast consumer 
automobile and residential mortgage customer base are seasonally less active in the first quarter.   
 
Despite the historical challenge in expanding loan volume in the first quarter of 2016, loans expanded 
approximately 2.3% annualized, driven by strong activity in Valley’s emerging Florida marketplace.  
Total organic loan originations in the first quarter exceeded $640 million, nearly 10% greater than the 
same period one year ago.  Valley’s Florida division accounted for over $160 million of the new 
volume, with net outstandings increasing at a double digit pace and currently the committed pipeline 
in the Florida market is up approximately 50% from the prior quarter. 
 
The majority of Florida originations reflect traditional commercial purpose loans similar to Valley’s 
northeast profile and underwritten to Valley’s customary credit standards.  
 
Business activity in Valley’s core New Jersey and New York markets continue to improve at a tepid 
pace, although we have reason to be optimistic about levels of lending in the Northeast for the 
balance of the year.  I make this statement based on the fact that our approved committed pipeline in 
the northeast had grown to over $500 million by quarter end, nearly double historical levels for this 
time of year. 
 
Consumer lending including residential mortgage, for the quarter was a mixed bag of activity.  
Residential mortgage application volume spiked nearly 100% from the applications received in the 4th 
quarter.  However, as is customary with residential lending, there is typically a six to eight week lag 
from application to closing.  Therefore, we expect increased closing activity in the 2nd quarter.   
 
As discussed in prior periods, Valley intends to sell a major portion of its residential originations, in 
part, to manage the Bank’s future interest rate risk exposure.  During the first quarter approximately 
$54 million of fixed rate residential loans were sold, generating gain on sale income of $1.7 million, an 
increase of approximately $500 thousand from the 4th quarter.  Should residential mortgage 
application activity continue at the pace realized in the 1st quarter, we expect a further increase in 
income from the gain on sale of loans as the year progresses. 
 
Contrary to the increased volume recognized in residential mortgage lending, Valley’s indirect 
automobile lending business line experienced a significant decline in origination activity and ultimately 
loans outstanding.  The portfolio contracted over $50 million on a linked quarter basis, approximately 
16% annualized.  1st quarter originations declined to approximately $70 million from $134 million in the 
4th quarter.  The decline is largely attributable to revised indirect dealer loan level pricing guidelines 
recommended by the CFPB and adopted by Valley.   
 
Credit quality as of March 31st remained pristine, with total non-accrual loans as a percentage of total 
loans equaling 0.39% for the second consecutive quarter.  Net charge-offs for the quarter were a 
negligible $1.5 million or 0.04% on annual basis as a percentage of total average loans.  Valley’s 
underwriting philosophy has remained consistent, irrespective of economic conditions and asset 
class.   
 
Requiring borrowers to maintain significant equity in each loan facility is prudent, despite the 
aggressive advance rates prevalent in the marketplace.  For example, as of March 31st, Valley’s NY 
taxi cab medallion portfolio equaled approximately $140 million in outstandings.  The average loan to 
value on the portfolio, assuming a current market valuation of $750,000 per medallion, is 55% of that 
value.  Further, of the approximate 350 medallions the Bank has as collateral only one has a loan 



     
value in excess of $600,000.  I mention the credit characteristics of the medallion portfolio simply as 
an example of the credit scrutiny applied to all lending portfolios at the Bank.  As I have repeatedly 
said, banking isn’t so much the return on the principal, but rather the return of the principal. 
 
Before I turn the podium over to Alan, I would like to reiterate that Valley remains on course to meet 
its performance goals for the year.  While we would like to see all of our anticipated expense savings 
and revenue enhancements scheduled for this year take place on January 1st, many of them take 
months to implement.  That said, our expense savings are materializing as we projected.  Also, our 
revenue stream is expected to meet our strategic targets, despite the protracted low interest rate 
environment in which we have been operating for the past several years.    
 
Alan D. Eskow, Senior Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer 
 
For the quarter, Valley generated net income available to common shareholders of $34.4 million.  The 
quarter’s financial results reflected a full period of CNL, which closed on December 1st.  As Gerry 
indicated earlier, Valley completed the consolidation of many back office operations in late February.  
As a result, the quarter’s total non-interest expense of $118.2 million included numerous integration 
and duplicative staffing and other operating expenses.  As of April 1st, the majority of these expenses, 
which we estimate to be approximately $2.0 million, have been eliminated and we expect the second 
quarter to reflect a more normalized core operating expense figure.  In addition, during the quarter, 
Valley recognized $7.3 million of expense attributable to amortization of tax credits.  The expense, 
which is recognized above the line in calculating pre-tax net income, directly impacts the Bank’s 
effective tax rate, which for the quarter was 28.5%.  While for the quarter the amortization of tax 
credits declined significantly from the 4th quarter, the actual expense of $7.3 million was approximately 
$2.3 million greater than our previous guidance.  In future periods, we currently expect the 
amortization to remain in-line with the first quarter of 2016.   
 
During the quarter we closed one branch and anticipate consolidating the remaining 14 previously 
announced closures by the end of June 2016. Due in part, to the timing of these closures we expect 
non-interest expense to contract from the 1st quarter actual of $118 million both in the second and 
third quarters, ultimately realizing an annual run rate consistent with the $455 million guidance 
provided last quarter.   
 
The net interest margin for the quarter contracted 22 basis points from the 4th quarter as the expected 
decline in cost of funds from 0.83% to 0.78% was more than offset by the decline in the average rate 
of total interest earning assets.  The linked quarter decline is attributable to numerous moving parts, 
some of which we identified last quarter as infrequent in nature, and others that were the result of 
events during the first quarter.   
 
The linked quarter decline in interest income attributable to contractions in swap fee income and 
recovery interest income on PCI loans equaling approximately 12 basis points on the margin were a 
couple of the items previously identified as adverse to the margin when comparing linked quarters.  In 
addition, two specific items not previously discussed also negatively impacted the margin by 
approximately 12 basis points in the first quarter as compared to the fourth quarter of 2015.   
 
Valley’s balance sheet includes approximately $2.1 billion of loans classified as purchased credit 
impaired, those largely acquired through whole bank acquisitions.  As a result of the accounting 
methodology for these loans, Valley recognizes accretion income on a pooled asset basis which 
represents both the contractual interest earned and any fair value adjustment recorded at the 
acquisition date.  For purchase credit impaired loans, Valley periodically reforecasts the remaining 



     
estimated cash flows based, mainly on actual repayment experience within each pool of loans.  
During the 1st quarter, we reforecasted the cash flows on a portfolio of loans acquired with our State 
Bank acquisition in 2012.  Based on the reforecast, the expected life of the portfolio extended 
significantly from the prior reforecast.  On the surface this is a positive event, however the accounting 
methodology actually negatively impacts near term accretion as the acquisition fair value mark is now 
spread over a longer duration, positively impacting future periods.  For the quarter, the reforecast of 
this portfolio negatively impacted expected interest income by approximately $3.0 million or 6 basis 
points on the margin.  We expect the reduction in interest income to be static until the next reforecast, 
which is typically a 12-month cycle. 
 
Further impacting the interest income and margin for the quarter was the excess liquidity held, largely 
attributable to prefunding certain debt maturities, coupled with the impact of a decline in consumer 
lending origination volume.  The impact of the additional liquidity adversely impacted the margin by 6 
basis points.  In part, based on the current loan pipe line and anticipated closings, we believe the 
excess liquidity realized in the first quarter will not continue in the second quarter and both net interest 
income and the margin will expand accordingly. 
 
Further, the second quarter net interest margin will be positively impacted by $182 million of long-term 
debt which matured in early March and late April.   
 
Although the linked quarter net interest margin declined greater than originally expected, thus falling 
short of the guidance provided during last quarter’s call, the after tax net income for the Bank is in line 
with management’s expectations and we are still on track to achieve our 2016 annual budget.  Non-
interest expense will continue to decline as cost saves are realized through both CNL and Valley’s 
organic branch consolidation efforts.  The seasonality which impacted Valley’s 1st quarter loan growth 
is not anticipated to influence future periods and based on the current loan pipeline we anticipate 
annual loan growth consistent with prior guidance averaging 6 – 8 percent. 
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